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The inspiring story of two brothers who immigrated to America from India and took very different
paths to becoming world-renowned healers and teachers.At a time when America is fiercely
divided on the issue of immigration, Brotherhood tells the story of two brothers who pursued the
American dream to its fullest expression. In the early 1970s, Deepak and Sanjiv Chopra joined a
flood of immigrants looking to make a new life in America, a land of opportunity. Having grown up
in postwar India amidst the sudden freedom of the 1947 liberation, their childhood was a blend
of the exotic, the mythical, and the modern. Their father was one of the first Indians to become a
Western-trained cardiologist, while their extended family maintained deep roots in ancient
spiritual traditions.Brotherhood follows the Chopra brothers as one becomes a world-renowned
spiritual teacher and the other rises to the top of Western medicine to become a professor at
Harvard Medical School. Their story will fascinate and inspire anyone who still believes in
America’s capacity to foster achievement and reward hard work.

From BooklistThis “double memoir” tracks the lives of two prominent physicians and brothers.
Deepak and Sanjiv Chopra were born and raised in India, then came to America for
postgraduate medical training. They became U.S. citizens, distinguished doctors, and influential
figures. Big brother Deepak is an endocrinologist. His association with Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
and Transcendental Meditation is well chronicled. He finds his way to integrative medicine,
advocates the mind-body connection, and embraces traditional Indian medicine (Ayurveda).
Sanjiv is a gastroenterologist and faculty member at Harvard Medical School. Both men reflect
on their Indian heritage, karma, dharma, and pursuit of the American dream. Brotherhood
contains anecdotes about their childhood, immigration, families, and careers. Sanjiv blissfully
recalls his introduction to America: watching television, eating at a diner, and catching falling
snowflakes. But he especially remembers and savors the “generosity and openness of the
American people.” Brotherhood is an uplifting account of sibling affection and success, and of
the promise and infinite possibilities of America. --Tony Miksanek --This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.Review"[Brotherhood] depicts some fascinating aspects of
Indian assimilation in America, and the often hilarious, touching cultural clash." —Publishers
Weekly"An inspiring and brilliantly written memoir of two brothers taking two drastically different
paths to medicine, each giving us hope that dreams can still be fulfilled in America."—Larry
King"Deepak and Sanjiv eloquently share their lives—their dreams, fears, obstacles, and
achievements—in Brotherhood. An inspiration to keep dreaming and to remove the boundaries
that have held us back in life."—Melanie Griffith and Antonio Banderas"An inspiring, must-read
book that brings back fond memories of my journey in America and, in a larger sense, my life."—
Hugh Jackman"Brotherhood is an uplifting account of sibling affection and success, and of the



promise and infinite possibilities of America." —Booklist"Brotherhood is an amazing story about
two brothers coming over from India—one to pursue Western medicine to its pinnacle, the other
to pioneer the merging of modern medicine and ancient wisdom. It’s an inspiring story about the
American Dream and about the growing support for the mind-body connection in healing."—
Arianna Huffington, president and editor-in-chief, The Huffington Post Media
Group"Brotherhood is the story of five generations of Chopras, from grandparents to
grandchildren. Deepak and Sanjiv tell us all about their lives: the pranks, games, and festivities,
the joy and sadness, the lessons and values, and fond anecdotes of their youth in India. For
those of us who have become followers of the thoughts and ideas of the Chopra brothers,
Brotherhood is a must-read that confirms the old saying: 'Childhood is destiny.'"—Vicente Fox
Quesada, former President of México (2000-2006)"Rich in multicultural perspective, deeply
engaging, warmly entertaining, Deepak Chopra and his brother Sanjiv have written a superb
narrative of India, America, medicine, healing, science, and faith. This is a book for modern
America, and for people everywhere who ask the deep questions of life and seek the answers
that only experience can provide."—General (ret.) Wesley K. Clark, former NATO Supreme
Allied Commander, Europe"Deepak and Sanjiv Chopra have written a tender and graceful
memoir, each sharply evoking a personal perspective on a shared family, professional, and
community experience. In many ways, Brotherhood is a meditation on nature and nurture,
extraordinary parents, and the power of Indian tradition and values."—Richard F. Celeste, U.S.
Ambassador to India (1997–2001)“Open, honest, and brilliantly written. Brotherhood reaffirms
why our arms, hearts, and policies must remain open to welcome those who are eager to live in
the land of promise. Every page contains a thoughtful gem that will enlighten the reader about
the universal truths that bind us together. Read this book and take comfort in the knowledge that
dreams still matter in America.” —William S. Cohen, former Secretary of Defense and Chairman
and CEO, The Cohen Group"In Brotherhood, Deepak and Sanjiv beautifully articulate their
birthright and the intoxicating and permeative influence it had on their lives as doctors and
spiritual practitioners in the Western world. Through their entertaining storytelling, they
thoughtfully and humorously depict how, in India, chaos and order, the ancient and modern, faith
and disbelief collide to create enduring influence. I, too, discovered that you can leave India but
that she never leaves you."—Jacqueline Lundquist, author and former First Lady of the U.S.
Embassy, New Delhi, India"Deepak Chopra and his younger brother, Sanjiv, have written an
extraordinary and compelling account of their life's journey from a privileged upbringing in India
to careers in medicine and spirituality in America. It is a story of tradition, of sibling rivalry, of the
responsibility to 'give back at every conceivable opportunity,' and of immigration to another world
to fulfill their respective dharmas. But most of all, it is a story of family, which was their lodestar
and remains the touchstone of their lives."—Ambassador Elizabeth Frawley Bagley"The story of
Deepak and Sanjiv's lives easily unfolds, bringing us full circle to the knowledge that
brotherhood is universal. Brotherhood takes us on an epic journey discovering the heart of
life."—Marc Benioff, founder and CEO, Salesforce.comAbout the AuthorDeepak Chopra, MD,



Founder and CEO, The Chopra Foundation, Adjunct Professor of Executive Programs at the
Kellogg School of Management at Northwestern University, Adjunct Professor at Columbia
Business School, Columbia University, and Senior Scientist with The Gallup Organization.
www.choprafoundation.orgSanjiv Chopra, M.D., is professor of medicine and faculty dean for
continuing education at Harvard Medical School and the author of five books, including
Leadership by Example. www.sanjivchopra.comRead more
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“Open, honest, and brilliantly written, Brotherhood reaffirms why our arms, hearts, and policies
must remain open to welcome those who are eager to live in the land of promise. Every page
contains a thoughtful gem that will enlighten the reader about the universal truths that bind us
together. Read this book and take comfort in the knowledge that dreams still matter in
America.”—William S. Cohen, former secretary of defense and chairman and CEO, The Cohen
Group“In Brotherhood, Deepak and Sanjiv beautifully articulate their birthright and the
intoxicating and permeative influence it had on their lives as doctors and spiritual practitioners in
the Western world. Through their entertaining storytelling, they thoughtfully and humorously
depict how, in India, chaos and order, the ancient and modern, and faith and disbelief collide to
create enduring influence. I, too, discovered that you can leave India, but that she never leaves
you.”—Jacqueline Lundquist, author and former first lady of the U.S. Embassy, New Delhi,
India“Deepak Chopra and his younger brother, Sanjiv, have written an extraordinary and
compelling account of their life’s journey from a privileged upbringing in India to careers in
medicine and spirituality in America. It is a story of tradition, of sibling rivalry, of the responsibility
to ‘give back at every conceivable opportunity,’ and of immigration to another world to fulfill their
respective dharmas. But most of all, it is a story of family, which was their lodestar and remains
the touchstone of their lives.”—Ambassador Elizabeth Frawley Bagley“The story of Deepak and
Sanjiv’s lives easily unfolds, bringing us full circle to the knowledge that brotherhood is universal.
Brotherhood takes us on an epic journey discovering the heart of life.”—Marc Benioff, founder
and CEO,Copyright © 2013 by Deepak Chopra and Sanjiv ChopraAll rights reservedNo part of
this book may be reproduced, or stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any
means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without express written
permission of the publisher.Ebook Library PublishingP.O. Box 400818Las Vegas, NV
89140Book design by Brian MooreCover design by Rodrigo CorralDesign / Rachel AdamCover
art © Brad Walker / Getty ImagesAuthor photographs:(Deepak) © Todd MacMillan / Not FarNow
Studios; (Sanjiv) © Liza GreenTo our amazing and loving parents, Krishan and Pushpa
ChopraContentsTo the Reader1 Sacred River2 Blind for a Day3 Charmed Circle4 Lucky Sari5
Miracles in Hiding6 Rama and Lakshmana7 Laus Deo8 First on the Waiting List9 Innocent
Bystander10 Real Doctors11 Godfather Land12 First Impressions13 State of the Art14 A Giant
in Medicine15 An Obscure Light16 Being and Bliss17 The Pathless Land18 Soothsayer or
Charlatan19 Science of Life20 Finger on the Pulse21 Birth Pangs22 Miraculous Cures23
American Dreaming24 Peak ExperiencePostscriptAcknowledgmentsAbout the AuthorsTo the
ReaderWriting a double memoir was uncharted territory for us. We had no model to follow. When
two people write together, they combine their voices as one. Why didn’t we? Deepak could have
controlled himself and not bossed his little brother around (he promised). Sanjiv knows how to
hold his own and stick out a gentle elbow when in danger of being pushed out of the
nest.Instead, we chose this novel way of presenting the story of our lives, because it proved



more exciting for us and, we hope, for the reader. One brother is free to tell how he remembers
early days in Jabalpur and Shillong, seeing through his set of eyes memories, nostalgia, denial,
and fantasy. Then a second viewpoint is offered. The facts, as it were, don’t change. A big
colonial house in Jabalpur where our father saw a stream of patients every day and our mother
quietly fed the poorest ones is what it is. Facts are no more than the seed of a memoir. It was
better to let each brother sow his own seedlings, free to let the past unfold in its own peculiar
way. We didn’t look at each other’s chapters along the way. There were no arguments over who
was right.Another reason to write as separate voices came from our publisher, who felt that
beyond the Chopra brothers lay the larger world of immigration and the American dream. The
two of us chose to leave India with no money or property except the intellectual property of a
medical school diploma and some dreams. Not many Americans were aware of Indian
immigration in the Seventies, much less an “Indian diaspora.” They were focused on their own
troubles, for one thing, especially the Vietnam conflict that created a severe doctor shortage and
opened the door for two young foreigners to practice medicine here. The general view, to be
blunt, was that foreign doctors were necessary but not welcome.India didn’t want us to leave,
either. The government had banned the written examination that a doctor needed to pass before
America would grant a work visa. Only a pittance was allowed to be exchanged into dollars for
travel abroad. There was a much deeper resistance at work, however. India is a mother culture
that actually mothers, that holds its children tight and very reluctantly lets go. As young—and
eager to prove ourselves—as we were, we heard tears being shed behind us at the Delhi airport,
and not just by our parents. Our choice to step away made us neither fully Indian nor fully
American. We had seized a double fate.At birth, a pair of identical twins shares the same genes,
but by the time they turn seventy, their genetic profiles are dramatically unalike. The actual DNA
hasn’t changed, but its activity has, rising and falling, recombining thousands of on-off switches.
This divergence happened to us, only it was a set of cultural genes that we shared. As you will
see, our lives took drastically different paths. Deepak played a major role in bringing Indian
spirituality and the medical tradition of Ayurveda to the West. Sanjiv continued on the path of
Western medicine to become a professor at Harvard Medical School. There have been times,
frankly, when we wondered whether we understood each other’s reality. Such is the fascination
and pain of beginning so close.Today a double fate is more common than ever. By current
estimates from the U.S. Census Bureau, 20 percent of Americans have at least one parent who
was born abroad. The fabric of America has changed, bringing mixed feelings on all sides. So a
double memoir made sense for the Chopra brothers. Doubleness remains true for us forty years
on, piling up richness and loss, consternation and clarity. Like everyone else, we can look back
on lives unlived. The life we did live feels symbolic, however. Brotherhood is universal. A self gets
built, two selves find an orbit around each other, a society absorbs them into a collective fabric
that is never the same tomorrow as it was yesterday. We wanted to share our journey with
everyone who is building a self in the same complex and often mysterious way.DEEPAK
CHOPRASANJIV CHOPRA1..............Sacred RiverDeepakDeepak as a toddler with parents,



Krishan and Pushpa Chopra, 1949. Krishan was an army doctor at the time.HERE. NOW. YOU
GO.”If the priest didn’t mumble these exact words, then his gesture told me to take hold of the
stick in his hand. It was time. I was the oldest son. By rights the oldest son is the one to poke a
hole in the father’s skull, releasing his soul from this life to the next.Only vaguely did I know about
this ancient ritual. I’d never seen it. Hesitating, I glanced over at my brother, Sanjiv. Being the
younger son, he would go next.This is totally bizarre.My thought stayed with me. The priest was
running everything. Sanjiv and I were almost irrelevant: two modern bystanders caught up in
ancestral ways. We had flown back to New Delhi the moment we received news of our father’s
sudden death.The smoke from burning bodies raised an indescribable smell around us and
dirtied the sky. It must have been a strong stench, but at that moment I was immune to it. Each
pyre occupied its own small plot in the burning ghat, or cremation ground. Women were keening.
The logs for cremation formed a social order—cheap wood for the poor; expensive, fragrant
sandalwood for those who could afford it. Orange marigolds were also scattered over the bodies
of the well-to-do before the fire was lit.The priest was eyeing me, wanting to move on; this was
his daily business. Meanwhile I felt a strange detachment. Centuries of tradition said, “You must
not forget us,” and I obeyed, taking the stick from the priest’s hand.In the flames, which were
transparent in the noonday sun, I could glimpse the shape of my father’s body. The shroud had
burned away, and the remains were more skeleton than corpse. No horror overcame me. A part
of my mind stood apart, admiring the efficiency of the ghat. The fires burned very hot and
finished their work with dispatch.Daddy had been alive thirty-six hours ago. He had sat up late to
watch, with no enthusiasm, George W. Bush take the oath of office. It was 2001, his first
inaugural. That morning, he had walked grand rounds at Moolchand Hospital as usual, with a
line of young doctors in tow, and had mentioned to my mother as he kissed her good night that
he was feeling a bit of discomfort. Better call K. K. in the morning, one of the young doctors who
worked with him, just in case. Now there was empty space where once a person had vibrated
with life.How is an adult defined? Someone who knows the value of doing what he doesn’t like to
do. So I did it, driving the pointed end of the stick into my father’s skull. I once read a medical
memoir by Michael Crichton that began with a shocking sentence: “It is not easy to cut through a
human head with a hacksaw.” Poking a hole in one is easy, though, if it has crumbled nearly to
ashes.How long would I remain this detached?I passed the stick to Sanjiv and managed to keep
my eyes on him without flinching after what I had done. When we’re together, I’m the quiet one.
But we both occupied a somber silence at that moment, and a shared bewilderment.Death is
bewildering. The survivors confront something worse than deep sadness—sheer emptiness. A
void in the vicinity of the heart holding a place for pain to fill in later. In Buddhism it is said that
there is no alternative to emptiness; it only matters how you face it. Unknown to me, I would face
it very differently than I imagined.The priest nodded matter-of-factly when the two brothers had
done their sacred duty. The chanting continued for hours. Our legs grew rubbery; we were
exhausted and bleary with jet lag.There is a native people in the desert mountains of western
Mexico, the Huichol, who take peyote every day, starting when, as babies, they drink it in their



mothers’ milk. Are they in a walking hallucination that feels normal to them? At that moment,
Sanjiv and I were two Huichols.For a long time I didn’t know when I was actually born. Looking
back, it might not have mattered. None of us is truly present at our own birth. We are barely
prepared to arrive. A newborn’s brain is still manufacturing new neural connections at the rate of
one million per minute. It has a few primal reflexes, like grasping with the fists, obeying life’s
command of “Hold on tight.” On the African plain a wildebeest or giraffe must know how to walk
the instant it drops from the womb to the welcoming, dangerous earth. Survival is at stake. The
mother gives a few licks to encourage her calf to stand up, and then the parade of life proceeds
on its way, with a wobbly infant bringing up the rear. A human baby isn’t like that. It is a half-
finished product, a sketch waiting to be filled in. To remain alive, a baby needs all the care it can
get.Indian families have gotten the message with a vengeance. I opened my eyes that day—in
April? October?—to see half a dozen female members of my family, and that group of anxious,
beaming aunts, cousins, midwife, and mother would be the smallest group I saw in one room for
many years. I was the first child of Doctor Krishan Lal and Pushpa Chopra, born at 17 Babar
Road in New Delhi. Perhaps because I was born in a crowd I’ve never felt existential loneliness. It
was a pleasure to be named Deepak, because hearing my name made people smile. Deepak
means light, and I arrived during Diwali, the festival of lights. Firecrackers were going off in the
streets, which helped mask the sounds of my grandfather firing off joyous shots from his old
army rifle while standing on the roof of his house. The city was sparkling with thousands of oil
lamps to celebrate the victory of good over evil. To name a baby Deepak is a cause for
smiling.The only anxiety was that my father wasn’t present. In 1946 the war was still winding
down, and he had been on the Burma front, where it was thought he might still be during my
birth, although his exact whereabouts were unknown. It would be another twenty days before he
set eyes on his newborn son.But it wasn’t turmoil or anxiety or superstition that made my parents
change my actual birthday from October 22 to April 22, only a technicality around when I was
allowed to start school. Moving my birth to the spring of 1947 allowed me to attend school when
the family moved to a new station. I’m not sure I have the details clear in my mind even now.It’s
inborn for Indians to look on any day as either propitious or ill-favored. Being born on Diwali is
auspicious enough to satisfy anyone, but doubly so for a doctor, since the festival celebrates
Lakshmi, goddess of prosperity and healing. (The word “goddess” can be misleading. I was
brought up to worship God in the singular. All the Hindu gods and goddesses stand for God,
without a plural.)Every morning my mother lit a lamp and recited daily puja, the household
religious ritual, Sanjiv and I at her side, our main fascination being our mother’s singing of the
prayers, which was lovely.Our home was full of visitors and patients from every faith, and my
mother cared for all of them. My father’s religion was medicine. An army doctor like my father
was allowed to maintain a private practice on the weekends. I became aware early on that
Daddy was a special kind of physician. Cardiologists rely on readouts from EKGs to tell them
what a patient’s heart is doing, but my father gained a reputation for gathering the same
information using only a stethoscope and the sound of a heartbeat. He could time the intervals



between the contraction of the two chambers of the heart—the auricle and ventricle—by ear,
down to fractions of a second. The EKG only came into general use in the Forties, and, in fact,
my father had trained under one of the British doctors who pioneered it when he did a tour of
medical duty in India. A doctor’s recollection from that era says that cardiology “was nothing
more than having good hearing through a stethoscope,” but my father’s accuracy was
considered uncanny.When he was stationed in Jabalpur, we lived in a huge colonial house with
a sweeping drive lined with mango and guava trees. Patients came from all over India as Krishan
Lal’s reputation grew. My mother would station herself on the veranda, knitting. She kept an eye
out for how each patient arrived, whether on foot or by car with a driver. There was no fee for
anyone, but when a poor patient was leaving, she’d quietly tell a servant, Lakshman Singh, to
make sure he had something to eat and, if the need was great, a train ticket home. It seems
extraordinary, looking back, that Lakshman Singh came with my mother as part of her bridal
dowry. He was fourteen. (The last I heard, he is now in his eighties, having outlived both her and
my father.)When I was ten and we were leaving the post in Jabalpur to go to the next in Shillong,
a sizable crowd gathered to see my father off at the train station, touching his feet, laughing and
weeping. I held Sanjiv’s hand, wondering at this crush of humanity, so many people so deeply
moved.My mother lived through her children and through her husband’s work. She would wait up
for him to return from the hospital and quiz him about his cases. Did you rule out a pulmonary
edema? Did you exclude atrial fibrillation? She became quite expert at this, and would predict
how a case was likely to progress, shaking her head with a mixture of satisfaction and regret if
she had been right and the patient didn’t recover. She would also pray for the patients and
become vicariously involved, not just in the detective work of diagnosis but in their personal lives
as well. My father did the same. I had no way of knowing that this kind of medicine had no future.
No one knew any other way at the time.On the day after the cremation Sanjiv and I returned to
the ghat and helped sift through my father’s ashes. The smoldering heap could be touched
gingerly, and every fragment of bone that could be picked out was put into a small pouch. The
atmosphere was less eerie than the day before. We had woken from our hallucination. A new
crowd of pyres was blackening the air. The wailing women had different faces, if grief ever wears
a different face. At one point the priest held up a piece of sternum with two ribs attached. This
somehow delighted him.“Ah, your father was enlightened! See, this proves it,” he exclaimed. To
him, the fragment looked like a figure sitting in Samadhi, or deep meditation.My mother, who
was arthritic and confined to a wheelchair, hadn’t attended the cremation. It’s fairly usual for
some of the family who are closest to the deceased to stay away. I hadn’t had time to know what
was coming over me emotionally, but I could faintly smell it—an acrid bitterness that had no
name. Perhaps the constant activity surrounding death in India is a wise old way to keep shock
from paralyzing us. The only person who had burst into tears since my arrival was Shanti, the
live-in servant who greeted me at the door when I was driven to my parents’ house, on Link
Road in Defence Colony. That area of South Delhi took its name because the houses were built
by Indian veterans of World War II who had each been given a free lot in gratitude for their



service.This house, built on the parcel given to my maternal grandfather, is three stories tall,
made of brick with one wall faced with river stones. My grandfather had camped himself on the
building site, sorting the stones for choiceness and telling the workmen where to place them.
This kind of facade was an unusual touch then. A small patch of manicured lawn and a few rose
bushes decorate the front, but it’s not a tranquil setting. Link Road is full of traffic, and the noise
presses on you almost constantly inside the house.Shanti’s anguish made me cry as we
embraced. I don’t remember tears after that. (There was no wailing at the cremation, either. We
have strong women in our family.) My mother was in her bedroom, sitting up, waiting. Because
she had become more and more an invalid, none of us had expected that she would be the
parent left alone. There were arrangements to be made about where she would live now. We had
to face the creeping signs of dementia. But none of that came up the first night. My mother was
somber and lucid. I remember only one sentence from her: “Your father’s upstairs. Spend the
night with him.”His body lay on the floor in a third-floor bedroom. It was wrapped in a winding
sheet that left his face exposed. When I saw it, there was no sign of Daddy in the grayish skin
and masklike expression. I sat until dawn, letting my mind wander through memories that came
randomly. My brother and I were well loved as children; none of the images that ran through my
mind were troubling, and for that reason none were exceptional. The army camps we lived in,
called cantonments. My mother sharing a meal with the kitchen maid; she and my father had no
tolerance for the traditional caste system. A procession of anonymous sick people coming
through the door. My father as a young man, striking in his uniform with a blaze of medals across
his chest. He was comfortable being our household god, modest as he was.Flying in from
Boston, Sanjiv had arrived at Link Road before me and had been sent to bed to soften the edge
of exhaustion. He was waiting when I came downstairs after dawn. Nothing dramatic was said—
few words at all, in fact. The extended family would arrive soon. Sanjiv’s wife, Amita, had flown
over with him, but it was agreed that my wife, Rita, would come later, after the four days of
immediate mourning were over, to help my mother settle my father’s affairs and sort out his
papers.On the third day Sanjiv and I took the car to Haridwar, four or five hours north. The bits of
bone from the cremation were to be immersed in the Ganges. Cultural genes taking over again.
The city of Haridwar is one of the seven most holy places for Hindus. The name translates as the
Gateway to God; it is where the Ganges tumbles out of the Himalayas and the steepness of
Rishikesh, the valley of the saints, before it broadens out on the plains.The city is sacred chaos.
The minute we stepped out of the car a gaggle of priests converged, assaulting us with
questions about our family: my father’s name, my grandfather’s, and so on. Temples line the
river, and countless people wade into the water for holy ablutions. At night a flotilla of burning
lamps is launched, creating an incandescent mirror of the starry sky.Once we had answered
enough questions, Sanjiv and I were guided down a narrow alley filled with pilgrims, putt-putting
scooters, and sweetshops. Inside a small courtyard a priest unrolled a long parchment scroll.
Before ashes are scattered over the Ganges, the deceased’s family marks their visit by entering
a message on the scroll. The event doesn’t have to be a death. For hundreds of years this has



been a place where people have come to mark important passages in their life, such as a birth
or a marriage.The days of mourning for my father had scattered my energies. Now, looking at the
messages left by my ancestors, my mind was suddenly thrown into sharp focus.In that dim,
airless room I saw that the last few entries on our family scroll were in English: My father coming
to scatter the ashes of his father. My grandfather arriving right after World War I with his new
bride to “bathe in the celestial pool.” The record turned into Urdu and Hindi before that, and if the
family line had held strong, the record could have stretched back to one of the earliest Vedic
rishis, the seers who began the spiritual lineage of India before there was even a religion labeled
Hinduism.I was unusually moved, even though I had had no real interest in our family tree.
Impulsively I added a message to my own children: “Breathe the scent of your ancestors.” That
moment lingers in my memory. Later a folded note was found in my father’s room, bidding a final
farewell. We don’t know when he wrote it, or if he had a premonition that he would die. As much
as he had enjoyed his life, the note said, he didn’t intend to come back again. My mind flashed
to lines from the Persian mystic poet Rumi: “When I die I will soar with the angels. When I die to
the angels, what I shall become you cannot imagine.”Yet that moment of fullness fled quickly. If a
life is contained between its most ecstatic moments and its bleakest, then for me the two
collided into each other. I became subdued and downcast.I wanted to talk to Sanjiv about this
feeling of doom. I wanted to hear what he would say. But as the days passed, I held back. This
wasn’t a topic that we felt sympathetic about when we shared our conflicting views. I was the
medical maverick, he the establishment. Brothers can share genes, a family, and a culture that
weaves them into its complex fabric. That much was unspoken between us. Yet twins who are
born with identical genes are not clones. At age seventy their genetic profile will be completely
different. Genes switch on and off. They listen in on the world and eavesdrop on a person’s every
thought, wish, fear, and dream. Twins diverge as much as the rest of us, although they may
retain a subtler bond. Did Sanjiv and I have that? Daddy had abandoned us to our dream of life.
Did he wake up from his or simply vanish?The scattering of the ashes done, my brother and I
arrived back at Link Road after midnight. The pouch that held our father’s ashes was empty, left
discarded in the backseat. On the way home neither of us had said what was in his heart. The
extended family dispersed after four days. I passed Rita when she arrived, and as quickly as I
had entered the province of death, I was back home under the California sun. But the province of
death is portable, it seems. I became haunted by an overpowering sense of gloom: My father
doesn’t exist anymore. There is nothing left. He is leading where one day I will have to
follow.Spiritual awakening begins when you realize a simple fact that most people spend their
lives avoiding: Death is stalking us at every moment. I cannot say that I felt it as vividly before
Haridwar, but as a child I had literally been woken by a death.I was six at the time. My parents
had gone to England so my father could complete his advanced training in cardiology. Sanjiv
and I remained behind, living with our paternal grandfather and two uncles in Bombay. (Sanjiv
and I lived with various members of our family as our parents studied or traveled for work, or
when we left home to attend private school. Our aunts and uncles were considered our second



parents. It has always been that way in India.)For an Indian to travel to London for medical
studies was rare in those days. In this case, my father had been medical adviser to Lord
Mountbatten, the last viceroy of India. In 1947 Mountbatten was ordered to liberate the country
in a matter of months. Events moved swiftly and with barely a look behind; three centuries of
colonialism unraveled.In the mad confusion that ensued, Mountbatten didn’t forget my father,
and it was through him that the path of Krishan’s medical training was smoothed. This wasn’t
enough to overcome ingrained prejudice, though. At the British army hospital in Pune, my father
trailed behind the white doctors during grand rounds. He pored over his textbooks late into the
night so that he would be prepared when the attending physician called on him to answer a
question, but he was never called on. He was ignored, frozen out. He became a silent attendant
to a procession of British superiors. One morning at a patient’s bedside, however, the other
young doctors were stumped by a tricky diagnosis. The attending turned and repeated his
question to my father, who knew the answer. In a single stroke, he had earned respect.As gentle
and tolerant as my parents were, there was never a doubt about the line drawn between whites
and “brownies.” Most colonials assigned to India had come out in Victorian times to make their
fortune or else to escape disgrace. It was a time when the oldest son inherited everything, the
middle son went to university to become a clergyman, and the youngest or most hapless son
became a soldier. India was an escape route and a chance to rise higher socially than you could
have back home. Salaried clerks lived like rajas. The colonial clubs were bastions of
pretentiousness, stuffier than any club in London. The British were out-Britishing themselves.By
the time my parents were growing up, this fixed hierarchy may have shifted, but the attitude of
contempt and indifference to Indian culture hadn’t. Which is understandable when you have
conquered a people and want them only for looting and profit. India was a jewel in the crown for
mercantile reasons. There was no real military use to occupying the country, only a vast potential
for profit.The Chopras attached their fortunes to the British because there was no other ladder to
climb. My great-grandfather was a tribal chieftain in the barren desert landscape of the
Northwest Territory and had held out with cannon rather than accede to the British army when
they came to call. So family legend went. He was killed, but his son—my grandfather—accepted
a position as sergeant in the British army, which guaranteed him a pension. The linkage with the
white colonials became second nature. England was the other place where tea, chutney, and
kedgeree featured in daily life. Both countries stopped everything when the cricket scores came
over the radio and worshipped cricket stars more devoutly than gods.Still, when my father was
ready to set sail, my mother, who wouldn’t follow him for a while, got him to promise one thing:
As soon as he landed at Southampton, he was to go and have his shoes polished by an
Englishman. He did and reported back the satisfaction of sitting in a high chair with a white man
bent down before him. He remembered this incident in later years without pride, but without
regret, either. While the British saw a benign empire (no one was legally enslaved after a certain
date), the subjugated people experienced their psychological scars being rubbed raw every
day.My father traveled to Edinburgh to sit his medical license exams—it was riskier to take them



in London, where the test was supposedly more difficult—and when he sent word back to
Bombay that he had passed them, my grandfather was overjoyed. As when I was born, he went
to the rooftop of our flat with his rifle and fired several rounds into the air. Then he took Sanjiv
and me to see Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves at the cinema, which thrilled us. Even better, he
was in such a jubilant mood that he took us to a carnival and lavished us with sweets.In the
middle of the night I was awakened by the anguished cries of the women of the house. Servants
rushed in and swept us up in their arms. Without explanation, we were left with a trusted
neighbor. Our grandfather, we learned, had died in his sleep. At six, I had no concept of death.
My confused mind kept asking, “Where is he? Somebody tell me.” Sanjiv, who was three,
reacted with a sudden outbreak of a mysterious skin condition. He was taken to the hospital; no
credible diagnosis was made. But one doctor hit upon an explanation that still satisfies me today:
“He’s frightened. The skin protects us, and he feels vulnerable, so it’s peeling off.” This man
predicted that Sanjiv would recover as soon as my parents arrived, and he did.A day later we
heard that my grandfather was being cremated. Two small children wouldn’t be taken along, but
one of my uncles attended, returning with a bitter scowl on his face. He was a journalist,
someone I was in awe of. He didn’t know I was in earshot when he blurted, “Bau-ji was
celebrating with the kids yesterday, and now what is he? A handful of ashes in a jar.”I’m wary of
assigning defining moments to a life. Too many influences swirl around us, and secret ones
percolate inside us from the unconscious. Experts in memory say that the most striking ones we
carry from childhood are likely to be deceptive; they are actually amalgams of many related
incidents congealed into one. Traumas blur together. Every Christmas adds to a single joy. But
Uncle’s words may well have set my course. If so, they lay submerged for years while death
stalked me and I kept intent on not looking back over my shoulder.I cannot leave that moment
without saying that old people seem to time their deaths, as some research now has confirmed.
They wait for a significant day, a birthday or perhaps Christmas. Death rates among the elderly
go up after major holidays. Years before any statistician thought to look, I had a moving
experience of this. An elderly husband and wife had entered the hospital together. The husband
was dying, in the late stages of cancer, as I recall. The wife’s condition was much less serious,
certainly not grave. But she declined rapidly, while he seemed to go on, no matter how deep the
ravages of his disease became.I was a young doctor assigned to check on them every day, and
one morning I was shocked to hear that the wife had died during the night. I went and told her
husband, who seemed strangely relieved.“I can go now,” he said.I asked him what he meant.“A
gentleman always waits for a lady to go through the door first,” he said. He passed away a few
hours later.Now I’m launched into telling my story and how it crosses and collides with Sanjiv’s.
Some part of me considers it a strange enterprise, even though I make my living with words. The
drawback of being in the public eye, which is also its great attraction, is that people feel as
though they already know you. I’ve lived for a long time with this misperception. I arrived at a
hospital in Calgary once to deliver a talk and saw a small group of nuns protesting with signs
that read, DEEPAK CHOPRA, THE HINDU SATAN. Anyone can go to blogs run by scientific



skeptics, where I’m castigated as the Emperor of Woo Woo (I’m not quite sure what that means,
but it sounds a bit endearing, like something out of Dr. Seuss).Other people look favorably on
me and smilingly tell me that I am a guru (a label I would never apply to myself, not because of
its odor of charlatanism in the West, but because the title is revered in India). Yet no one has
asked me to my face who I really am. Indian by birth, American by choice. Part of the great
postwar diaspora that flung South Asians around the world from Africa to the Caribbean. A
physician trained at the All India Institute of Medical Sciences thanks to Rockefeller largesse and
a stream of visiting professors from the U.S. As with anyone, my luggage is plastered with
stickers from every stop I’ve made in life since the moment I was born. Do you want to know me?
Look at my labels.Telling your life story can be simply an exercise in riffling through labels. It can
be the meeting of a writer’s insatiable vanity with the public’s idle curiosity. I have decided that
telling my story can benefit the reader only if we share something so deep that we cherish it
equally. Not love of family, dedication to work, a lifelong vision, or even walking the spiritual
path.What you and I deeply cherish is the project of building a self. Like a coral reef that begins
as bits of microscopic organisms floating in the sea, gradually coalescing and finally erecting a
massive edifice, you and I have been building a self ever since “I” meant something. As reefs go,
ours is sticky. Almost any passing experience can glom on to it. There is no plan to this edifice,
and for many people the self is built by accident. They look back to find that the person they’ve
become is half stranger, half grumpy boss. Its quirks rule everyday life, veering between “I like
this, give me more” and “I don’t like that, take it away.”Lives are founded on the whims of “I, me,
mine,” and yet there is no getting around the need to build a self and cling to it. Otherwise you
might wash out to open sea. I wouldn’t make so much of India except that it gave me the abiding
sense that a self is built for a paradoxical reason that is at once wise, impossible, thrilling, and
desperate. You build a self in order to leave it behind. A great philosopher once remarked that
philosophy is like a ladder that you use to climb to the roof, and then you kick the ladder away.
The self is exactly like that. It’s the little boat you row until it bumps on the shore of eternity.But
why would anyone kick the ladder away? We are proud of “I, me, mine.” Yes, but it is also the
source of our deepest suffering. Fear and anger roam the mind at will. Existence can turn from
joy to terror without warning, in the blink of an eye. When life seems like a prison, nothing is more
enticing than the Indian teaching that life is play (or Lila). I’m telling my story to show that
reaching the state of pure play, which carries with it freedom, joy, and creativity, means that you
must give up the illusions that mask as reality. The first illusion is that you are free already.
Actually, the self you have spent so many years building is a prison, as surely as the microscopic
organisms that build a reef are trapped inside its rigid skeleton.Sanjiv has his own voice and his
own world. I will know only how much he agrees or disagrees with me by reading his chapters. I
can foresee that he will not agree with my conclusions about spirituality. Modern Indians are
eager to break the bonds of ancient traditions and a restrictive culture. America became an
escape route for stifled Indians as much as India was once an escape route for stifled British—
you can substitute the word “ambitious,” “restless,” or “alienated” for stifled. I’ve heard applause



when I tell an audience that they are children of the universe. Those words may not exactly mesh
with Sanjiv’s scientific point of view.We will not know what it means to creep out of the self until
we examine how we built it in the first place. I’ve asked many teachers what enlightenment is,
and one of the best answers—certainly the most concise—is that in enlightenment you
exchange the small ego for the cosmic ego. The higher self exists in everyone, waiting to
emerge. What holds it back can be seen in my past as much as anyone’s. Walls have to be
smashed, all the more because we built them ourselves. I bow to the Buddhists who say that
there is no alternative to emptiness. But there’s another strain in India, going back centuries
before the Buddha, which attests to the contrary: that life is infinite fullness, once you awaken to
reality and drop the mask of illusion.2..............Blind for a DaySanjivFive-year-old Deepak and
three-year-old Sanjiv outside their home in Pune, 1952.MY NAME IS SANJIV CHOPRA and I
was born in September 1949, in the city of Pune, India. This was about a year after India had
gained its independence from Great Britain. The entire world was recovering from the
devastation of World War II, and it was a time of great change. I was the second child of
Dr. Krishan and Pushpa Chopra and the younger brother of Deepak Chopra. Our father was a
legendary physician and wanted to ensure that we received an excellent education. He never
tried to influence Deepak or me into going into medicine. But when I was twelve years old, an
incredible incident occurred that set me on my path.At the time, Deepak and I were living with
our uncle and aunt while attending St. Columba’s School in Delhi. Our parents were more than
three hundred miles away in Jammu. They were keen that we finish our high school education at
this preeminent school run by Irish Christian Brothers.One Saturday afternoon I fell asleep while
reading a book. I woke up less than an hour later to discover I was blind. I opened my eyes and
the world was completely black. I blinked again and again, but still I could see nothing. I was
twelve years old and utterly blind.Deepak was nearby, reading a book. I nudged him.“Deepak, I
can’t see.”He waved his hand in front of my eyes, and when I didn’t respond, he started to cry. I
remember him calling out to our aunt and uncle.“I have only one brother and he’s blind!”My
uncle Rattan Chacha rushed me to the military hospital. Senior physicians, among them a
respected ophthalmologist, examined me and were unable to determine the cause of my
blindness. They suspected I was suffering from hysterical blindness, but that made no sense to
me or my brother. Why would I suddenly, out of the blue, be experiencing hysteria? I was a good
student, a talented athlete, and a happy kid.The physicians were able to locate my father, who
was on a military field trip visiting a rural hospital. My father listened calmly and then started
taking a detailed history. “Please tell me what has happened to Sanjiv in the last month. Has he
been well? Has he had any illnesses? Has he incurred any injuries?”The doctors relayed these
questions to me and my brother. I replied, “Just a small puncture wound to my thigh when I
nicked it with the sharp end of a cricket wicket.”“What treatment did he receive?” my father
asked. “Did he get stitches? Antibiotics? Did he get a tetanus shot?” They looked at my records
and told him that I had indeed gotten stitches, an antibiotic, and a tetanus shot.“Was it tetanus
toxoid or serum?” The serum, he was told. After a pause, my father said, “Sanjiv is having a rare,



idiosyncratic reaction to the tetanus serum: retrobulbar neuritis. It’s affecting the nerve in the
orbit of each eye. Start an intravenous at once and give him massive doses of
corticosteroids.”The doctors followed these directions and within several hours my vision had
returned. It was an incredibly scary experience. Had my father not correctly diagnosed this
condition, I might well have remained blind for the rest of my life.Even as a young person, I was
amazed at my father’s diagnostic skills. All the other doctors, even the specialists, had been
stumped, while he, a cardiologist, had almost immediately zeroed in on a rare reaction and
ordered the correct course of treatment. It was a moving and unforgettable experience. Prior to
this incident, I had vaguely considered following my father’s footsteps into medicine, but that
experience left an indelible mark. From then on there was not a shadow of doubt in my mind: I
would become a physician. I wanted to help people. Although I made that decision when I was
very young, I have never regretted it for a moment.Because my father was a well-respected
physician, my family led a privileged existence in many ways. Every three years we moved
around the country as my father’s military hospital assignments changed, but we were affluent
and always lived in nice houses with plenty of servants, and Deepak and I always attended the
best schools. We lived in Bombay, Jabalpur, Shillong, and Delhi. We traveled extensively
throughout India on pilgrimages or sightseeing trips. The India in which I grew up was a vibrant,
complex society finding its own identity as a newly independent nation in the post–World War II
world. It was a place where cows roamed freely in the streets, sometimes valued more highly
than people, while behind the high walls of opulent estates the wealthy lived charmed lives.
What I remember most from my childhood were the sounds, the smells, the colorful chaos, and
the daily contradictions.We grew up surrounded by the cacophony of endless traffic: buses and
trucks and cars, bicycles, scooters, carts, and rickshaws, and somewhere in the distance, the
railroad. One thing we did not often experience was silence; wherever we lived, the world was
always rushing by directly outside my window. I remember being awakened very early many
mornings by loud speakers blaring from the mosques reciting the Muslim prayers, or by the
street merchants hawking their goods as they walked along: Alu lelo, kela lelo! Buy potatoes, buy
bananas! The songs of the street vendors were the background music of our lives. And oddly,
against that constant chatter, I also clearly remember the beautiful sounds of the birds singing
during the day and the crickets chirping at night.By now I’ve traveled extensively throughout the
world and, as a consequence of the world growing smaller, the easily identifiable smells of a
society have become much less distinctive. There really does seem to be a McDonald’s on
every corner, even in India, where they sell veggie burgers. But once, it was possible to know
exactly where you were by smell alone. The spicy, pungent aromas of India are still very much
alive in my memory. The fresh smell of rain soaking into dry parched earth is, to me, the scent of
life itself. When we traveled by train, hawkers at each stop would come aboard selling Pakoras,
Samosas, and fudge-like sweet Barfi. The aromas would fill the train compartment. Certainly one
of the most memorable smells of my childhood was hot tea served in clay pots. One whiff and
I’m back in India.Admittedly not all the smells were pleasant. There is a smell to poverty, and we



knew that odor, too.The poverty around us was so much a part of our lives it was taken for
granted. We barely even noticed it. When I asked my parents how it was possible that people
could live and die in the streets, survive by begging and have nothing but rags to wear, they
explained the concept of karma to me. Karma is an important aspect of the Indian culture, a part
of Hindu and Buddhist philosophy; in a sense, karma is your path in life, and it is determined by
your actions in previous lives. Hindus believe that a spirit has many lives and that after each
death it is reincarnated in another form. Your actions in one life determine your status in the next.
If I’m a good person in this life, then I’ll be rewarded in this or my next life; if I’m wicked, I’ll pay for
it in this or my next life. This belief in karma is one of the reasons that the poor in India don’t
seem to have much resentment against the wealthy; they accepted their poverty as their fate, in
the sincere belief that they were paying for their past sins. But my parents also told me that your
karma did not have to be your fate, that by working hard you can change your destiny.The belief
in reincarnation has always been very common among most Indians. We had an amazing story
of reincarnation in our own family, in fact. My mother had a brother named Shukra, who was four
years older than she was; before he could even read or write, he could recite long passages
from the Bhagavad Gita, the Hindu scriptures. When my mother was born, her parents named
her Suchinta. Her brother objected to this decision. He told them that the name Suchinta
incorporated the word “chinta,” which means worry in Hindi and therefore had a negative
connotation.“What should we call her then?” they asked him.“Pushpa,” he answered, Pushpa
means beautiful flower. And so my mother was known by this name throughout her life.When my
uncle was four and a half, he admonished his father for shooting a pigeon with a BB gun. “What
harm did that innocent bird ever cause you?” he asked. “The harm you did will now return to you.”
This from a child.The stories about this young boy have been passed down in our family.
According to my mother’s oldest sister, Bare Bahenji, he would be eating a meal in the kitchen,
pause suddenly, and dash outside to the front gate just in time to greet a wandering monk he
had somehow sensed. Then he would invite the monk into the house and have a servant
prepare him lunch.Before he reached his fifth birthday, my uncle went to Bare Bahenji and asked
for sixteen rupees, then the equivalent of about two dollars.“Why do you need so much money?”
she asked him.He needed it, he explained, to repay a debt to Daulat, a family servant whose
name, ironically, means wealth. My uncle explained that he had incurred this debt in a previous
life. He continued to pester Bare Bahenji until she relented. Daulat refused to accept the rupees
until my grandparents insisted. A few days later Shukra told Bare Bahenji he would prefer to
sleep on the floor. In India this is a common request made by adults who believe they are going
to die and want to be connected to the earth. Bare Bahenji was dismayed and disturbed and
refused to make his bed on the floor. Instead, she made his regular bed, carefully tucked him in,
and sang him a lullaby.The next morning the family found Shukra’s lifeless body on the floor. My
uncle had accurately predicted his own death and wanted to repay the debt from a previous life
to Daulat the servant before he passed away. For me it’s hard not to believe in reincarnation
when all this occurred in my own family.Stories like this one are not unusual in India. The founder



and chancellor of Banaras Hindu University, Pandit Madan Mohan Malviya, was a very learned
man. He devoted his entire life to the university. On his deathbed he said, “Take me to the
outskirts of Banaras.”They were puzzled. “Pandit Ji, you have given your whole life to Banaras.
You’re now going to pass away and go to heaven. Why would you want us to take you outside
Banaras?”Among Hindus, there is a widely held belief that if you die in Banaras you achieve
Moksha, an end to the cycle of birth, life, death, and rebirth.“My work on earth is not complete,”
Pandit Ji said. “I do not want to achieve moksha. I must come back and finish my work.”India has
always been a country where people—no matter how educated, sophisticated, or wealthy—
accepted some element of mysticism, understood that some events in life couldn’t be easily
explained. For example, there was a story several years ago that statues of Ganesha, the
elephant-headed Hindu god who dispels all obstacles, were drinking milk. People were pouring
milk over the statues and into a bowl at their bases as offerings late in the evening. By the
morning the milk would be gone. I thought it was nonsensical, but there were many educated
people who believed it. It actually turned out to have some scientific basis; the statues were
made of a material that absorbed liquids and did soak up some of the milk.Unfortunately many
people were taking milk their children needed and leaving it for the statue. I asked my mother if
she believed the statues were drinking milk. My mother, an intelligent, sophisticated woman,
said she did. Then I asked some of our other relatives, and several of them told me it was
happening in their own temples. They had seen it!That was the tradition in which we grew up.
There was more to life than what we could see in front of us.In the India of my childhood, we
were exposed to a variety of religions and philosophies and taught to respect all of them. While
we were Hindu, we had friends who were Muslim or Parsi and we went to school with Christians
and Jews. For me the best part was that we had days off on all of the holidays. We were off for
the Hindu festival of lights, Diwali; Easter; the Muslim holiday Eid. When Pope Pius XII died in
1958, we were living in Jabalpur attending St. Aloysius, a school that had classes from
kindergarten through grade twelve. Our school was closed for three days. I was nine years of
age and a six-year-old friend of ours stayed with us during those days off. We spent that time
running around, playing cricket and games. It was a wonderful short vacation and we really didn’t
want to go back to school. The night before classes resumed, we were lying in the dark when
this young friend spoke up.“Sanjiv, can I ask you a question?”“Of course.”“What are the chances
the new pope will die tomorrow?”We were raised as Hindus, which is as much a culture and a
way of life as it is a religion. Unlike the major Western religions, there is no formal structure to our
worship; we don’t have to go somewhere at a specific time to take part in a specific ceremony.
We go to the temple when we want to. There isn’t even any accepted definition of what a Hindu
is or any agreement on whether Hinduism is a religion, a culture, a philosophy, or a way of life.
The chief justice of the Indian Supreme Court once said, “Unlike other religions in the world the
Hindu religion does not claim any one prophet; it does not worship any one god; it does not
subscribe to any one dogma; it does not believe in any one philosophic concept; it does not
follow any one set of religious rites or performances; in fact, it does not appear to satisfy the



narrow traditional features of any religion or creed. It may broadly be described as a way of life
and nothing more.”We were raised in a rich tradition, a mythology filled with hundreds of gods
and warriors and moral tales, taught to us from a very young age. During summer vacations our
mother would read and sing verses from the two major scriptures, the Bhagavad Gita and the
Ramayana, sometimes while playing a small, hand-pumped organ called the harmonium. Many
of these stories were thrillers at heart, and as she read them or sung them we could visualize the
wars, the chariots, the gods and demigods, the beautiful heroines and the courageous heroes.
Usually she would stop reading at a cliff-hanger: Sita has been abducted by the Great Demon
and an army is being assembled to rescue her. Deepak and I would ask her to explain the story
she’d read and tell us how it applied to our lives. And, of course, like almost all educated young
Indians, we read the comic books that retold these stories of gods and epic battles, monsters,
myths, and legends. Our mythology was also our popular entertainment. There were hundreds of
these comics, and every kid read them. We read about Buddha, Ravana the Demon King,
Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva, and Krishna. We read the Bhagavad Gita. We read the Mahabharata,
the epic tale of India and Ganesha, the god who is the remover of all obstacles. Together with all
this, we read everything from Superman and Archie to the writings of Gandhi and the works of
Tolstoy.
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Prime Member, “Very Interesting Read. I really enjoyed this book. I found it very interesting to
read about the two main journeys each brother described his own experience of: medical
training in India applied to a medical career in the U.S., and the transition from citizens of India to
citizenship in the U.S. The medical career storylines are quite different and the experience of
citizenship so similar. I liked the style of alternating chapters authored by each brother even
though it could be experienced as a bit disjointed. I think each did a great job in illuminating thir
experience in discrimation as foreign trained doctors. They provided a context which many are
likely unaware of, in which these doctors were a saving grace for providing health care when
many american born doctors were at war. I am grateful for their stories of immigration which are
beautiful and an important reminder of what our country is built on and how lucky we are at that.”

Observer One, “What a Family!. Deepak Chopra has always been a soothing experience, like a
waterfall in a hot dry desert, and this book is no exception. His non-defensive honesty is awe
inspiring, and how the brothers worked, adapted, and grew is inspirational as well. Their
discussions of India and immigration helped me understand my therapy clients better, India and
its peoples better, and each helps me accept my own flaws a little better as well. The contrast of
the life views and conclusions of each brother make for fascinating reading--a page-turner
despite being an inspiring autobiography. I remember a colleague from India telling me with
irritation that Deepak Chopra "is nothing special in India--he writes like anyone there." Perhaps.
It's hard to say whether he was feeling competitive or thought my admiration to be patronizing or
stereotyping, but this book is no exception in helping me to learn and grow, to want to be a better
person, and to feel there may be hope for the world after all. Having just experienced my own
beloved MD's anger with me for disagreeing with her about appropriate treatments for my
insomnia, Deepak Chopra's chapter about the dulling of compassion medical training and
practice created for him was as reassuring as his transcendence. He always allows me to think
I'm OK and so is everyone else. We're all learning and growing the best we can. May the dharma
of each of us be gentle.”

Sandra Bruni, “Chopra Family History & Wisdom Appreciated - Especially With Kindle
Immersion Reading!. I hadn't known much about the Chopra family prior to the reading of this
book. Then, as the two brothers, Depak and Sanjiv, each related their story by alternately taking
turns (as all good brothers do), I gained a whole new exciting and unique prospective from their
hearts and minds. As their stories unfolded, I found myself delighting in every second of Kindle
's very cool "Immersion" experience, which enabled me to hear each brother`s voice tell his own
side of the story in his own voice. So, every other chapter engulfed me in a different perspective
from the "other" brother. I was immersed in the heartfelt appreciation of each brother and his life
experiences, lessons and wisdom.I appreciate the new perspectives I have gained from the



Chopra brothers. I was needing to gain a deeper appreciation for the cultural gifts of enrichment
brought to America by our immigrant citizens. I hadn't understood the beauty and wisdom in the
ancient culture of India and how closely in envelops its people. I hadn't known about the loving,
wise, compassionate people of the Chopra family, and how, it obviously had a huge affect on
these brothers. Though ending up choosing separate, almost opposite paths, yet because they
together shared in a wonderful family and cultural heritage, each one holds a deep respect and
admiration for the other. Each one has learned from the other.I highly recommend this book as a
truly enjoyable and enriching experience. I imagine it will cause you to take a long deep wisdom
building look at your own life, too.”

lepoul, “Great Read!. I really enjoyed this book. It is written in a unique format. One chapter is
written by one brother, the next chapter by the other brother. It alternates that way through the
entire book. So it's unique in that you get a different perspective of 2 brothers who grew up in
the same household. The cultural references are very interesting, and I really enjoyed learning
more about Indian culture and beliefs. Very engaging and a quick read. It's also a great value for
the price right now on Amazon. I would recommend it to anyone who enjoys learning about
different cultures as well as how famous people came to be who they are today.”

Mrspatriciacherry, “Getting to know Deepak Chopra. I enjoyed this book, because I found out
more about what makes this lovely man tick. This is the story of him and his brother, both
doctors, but they evolved in their professions in their own unique way. A warm joint
autobiography of what it feels like to be immigrants, which I found gave me more understanding
and compassion for those immigrants the world over, who are coming to Western Countries
such as America and the U.K. And indeed uniting the world, not separating it. Thank you Deepak
and Sinja.”

Anya, “An Interesting Book. I had heard of Deepak Chopra, even though I hadn't read any of his
books and I thought this would help me decide if I liked his personality and his style of writing
and whether it would be worth me reading more of his work. I really enjoyed the history of the
two brothers and their very different life journeys and career paths but most of all I enjoyed the
Indian aspects of the book. It was really enjoyable learning so much about the way of life in India
and the amazing changes which took place in their lives when they moved to America. I also
learned a great deal about how prejudice can affect lives and careers. Overall I found it very
interesting and I enjoyed reading it.”

Plunkit, “Fascinating. I have been a fan of Deepak Chopra for around fifteen years, have seen
him speak several times and have read many of his books. This one is a fascinating insight into
how his work evolved and reveals a committed physician and a very human man. I didn't know
much about his brother prior to reading this book, but he also comes across in the same light.



They both give a great deal of credit to their parents and speak of their loving extended family.
Celebrity biographies hold no interest for me generally, but these two sensitive, caring brothers
have much wisdom to impart to us all.”

A happy Reader !, “I enjoyed the 2 brothers writing this book with alternate chapters. I enjoyed
the 2 brothers writing this book with alternate chapters. It gave good perspectives from both
sides, and believe me they are different viewpoints yet they meet so often. I liked the historical
facts of growing up in India and later moving to America.I have followed Deepak's writing and
teachings for a while now, but this book gave me a very human insight to the man, I didn't even
know he had a brother!Highly recommend this book...buy it and relax into another world.”

The book by Sanjiv Chopra has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 391 people have provided feedback.
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